INSTALLATION AND PROCEEDING FOR OBTAINING THERMAL AND ELECTRIC ENERGY

The invention refers to a plant and a procedure for heat and electricity production by using energy from sewerage water, especially the one resulting from industrial or housekeeping activities. Wastewater is treated simultaneously with obtaining heat and electricity. Steam from some reactor chambers (A) is discharged through some pipelines with electric valves mounted on the inside, connected to a short collector connected with a turbine (65) which operates a power generator, to the turbine there is connected a pipeline held in connection with a heat exchanger to which a pipeline is connected, through which the recirculation water from the first reactor chamber is introduced from a pipeline connected to the first reactor and passed through a cooler from which it is sucked by a pump and pushed through a pipe into the supply pipeline for sewerage water, to the last reactor there is connected another pipeline for the recirculation of water through another cooler from which water is pushed by another pump through another supply pipeline for the sewerage water of this reactor chamber, a boiler (49) is further connected through a pipeline to a turbine (54) which operates a power generator, to the turbine there is connected a pipe which connects it to a heat exchanger, onto which a pipeline in communication with the boiler is mounted.
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